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MARKET COMMENTARY

April proved to be a tough month for global equity markets, with the bulk of the major global markets ending the month with negative returns. Markets
were weighed down by continued concerns around Russia’s war in Ukraine, inflationary pressures (and the possibility of higher interest rates) as well as 
China’s restrictions on the movement of citizens to curb rising Covid-19 infections. 

The weak performance from global equity markets was most pronounced in the US, with the technology heavy NASDAQ 100 coming under pressure on 
the back of disappointing results from Apple as well as Amazon reporting its first net loss since 2015 and the slowest sales growth in its e-commerce 
business in two decades. Bond yields continued to rise (meaning prices moved lower) as markets anticipated significant interest rate hikes on the 
horizon. This meant that US 10-year government bond yields were pushed 0.6% higher for the month (to 2.94%) and also drove the Bloomberg Aggregate 
Bond Index of global bonds down 5.5% (month on month)  – comfortably the worst monthly loss for the index since its inception in 1990.

South African equities tracked global markets lower during the month, weighed down by weak performance from all local equity sectors, particularly 
those in the banking and insurance sectors. Local bonds remained under pressure during the month, as the global risk off environment and renewed 
concerns around lacklustre SA GDP growth led to higher yields (and lower prices). Local listed property also ended the month lower, as poor performance 
from large index constituents including Redefine, Resilient and Growthpoint acted as a headwind to the performance of the asset class. 

The rand reversed course during April, giving back a significant portion of its recent gains against the major developed market currencies. A strong US 
dollar, continued loadshedding by Eskom and flood damage in KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern Cape which led to the government declaring a national 
state of disaster all weighed on the performance of the rand. SA’s move towards fiscal consolidation received positive news during the month, as data for 
the full 2021/22 fiscal year indicated that revenue was R33 billion above the original budget estimate and expenditure was R9 billion lower. This 
translates to an improved deficit to GDP ratio of 4.9%, compared to the original estimate of 5.5%.

The JSE All Share Index (-3.7%) ended the month lower, as the global risk off environment during April weighed on the performance of all emerging
equity markets. All local equity sectors ended the month lower, with Financials (-6.1%), Resources (-4.8%) and Industrials (-1.7%) all delivering 
negative performance. The top performing shares amongst the largest 60 companies on the JSE in April were Sasol (+10.64%), British American 
Tobacco (+8.3%) and Mediclinic International (+7.61%). The worst performing shares in April were Kumba Iron Ore (-18.52%), Discovery (-16.42%) and 
Aspen Pharmacare (-14.35%).

Listed property (-1.4%) ended the month in red, bringing the year-to-date price performance in this sector to -2.7%. Local bonds (-1.7%) ended the 
month lower as the global risk off environment, a weaker rand and concerns around SA’s growth trajectory led to higher yields (and lower prices). Cash
delivered a stable return of +0.4% for the month.

The rand ended the month weaker against the major developed market currencies for the month. The rand depreciated against the US dollar (-7.6%), 
the euro (-2.6%) and the pound sterling (-3.1%) over the month.  

*All data is sourced from Morningstar Direct as at 30/04/2022. The performance of South African asset classes is quoted in rands.
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